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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we present a new computational method leading to the identification of a new property in
the plant microRNAs. This property which is based on the circular code information is then used to detect
microRNAs in plants. The common C3 circular code X is a set of 20 trinucleotides identified in the reading
frames of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic genes allowing retrieval of any frame in genes, locally anywhere
in the three frames (reading frame and its two shifted frames) and automatically with the same window
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length of 13 nucleotides in each frame. This code X is detected around the beginning of microRNAs. This
method based only on the internal structure of genes, i.e. the circular code, allows sensible and precise
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. Introduction

.1. MicroRNAs

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are single-stranded RNA molecules of
bout 22 nucleotides in length. They regulate expression of tar-
et genes in a sequence-specific manner. miRNA genes were first
dentified in 1993 by loss-of-function mutations that cause defects
n developmental timing in the Caenorhabditis elegans (Lee et al.,
993). They are found later in a wide variety of organisms ranging
rom plants, worms, animals and humans. They constitute, accord-
ng to some estimates, up to 1% of the total number of genes in
nimal genomes and they are typically found either in inter-genetic
reas or within introns of target genes (Lim et al., 2003).

.1.1. Biogenesis
A miRNA is initially transcribed from a primary precursor

olecule (pri-miRNA) which can be several hundreds to thousands
f nucleotides long. All pri-miRNAs contain at least one charac-
eristic hairpin like structure of about 70 nucleotides (stem-loop
tructure) known as precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA) (Fig. 1). The
re-miRNA is processed in the cell nucleus and is then exported

o the cytoplasm. The exporters of the pre-miRNA are unknown
ut two candidate factors are proposed: exportin-t and exportin-5
Grosshans and Slack, 2002; Gwizdek et al., 2003). In the cyto-
lasm, the hairpin structure of the pre-miRNA is recognized and
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precursor microRNAs with a sliding window of only 14 nucleotides.
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leaved by a complex containing nuclease Dicer in order to gen-
rate a mature miRNA (Bernstein et al., 2001; Chendrimada et al.,
005; Forstemann et al., 2005). The mature miRNA gets assembled

nto a protein effector complex called miRNP (miRNA containing
ibonucleos–protein particles) which shares a lot of similarities to
he effector complex called RISC (RNA-induced silencing complex)
Sontheimer, 2005).

Once the miRNP is assembled, the miRNA guides the complex
o its target mRNA by base-pairing. In plants, miRNAs bind to a
ingle and generally perfectly complementary coding region of the
arget mRNA. In contrast, most animal miRNAs bind to multiple
nd partially complementary sites in the 3′-UTRs (Bartel and Bartel,
003; Zeng et al., 2003). The fate of the target mRNA is decided by
he extent of base-pairing to the miRNA. A miRNA will direct the
estruction of the target mRNA if it has perfect or near-perfect com-
lementarity to the target (Hutvagner and Zamore, 2002). On the
ther hand, the presence of multiple partially complementary sites
n the target mRNA will lead to an inhibition of protein accumula-
ion without strongly affecting the mRNA level (Bartel and Chen,
004).

.1.2. miRNA Identification
Today, more than 400 miRNAs have been experimentally iden-

ified in mammalian genomes whereas estimates go up to 1000
nd beyond. They have been detected by cloning and sequencing,
omputational approaches or as putative miRNAs homologous to

iRNAs in other species.
The first miRNA, lin-4, was discovered during a biological inves-

igation. It is a gene known to control the timing of C. elegans larval
evelopment. It does not code a protein but instead produces a pair
f small RNAs. The shorter RNA is approximately 22 nucleotides in

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/14769271
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/compbiolchem
mailto:ahmed@dpt-info.u-strasbg.fr
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za sativa miR160a (MI0000663) and its (mature) miRNA.
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Table 1
The common C3 circular code X identified in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic genes:
X0, X1 and X2 are the preferential sets of 20 trinucleotides in frames 0, 1 and 2 of
genes, respectively

X0 AAC AAT ACC ATC ATT CAG CTC CTG GAA GAC GAG GAT GCC GGC GGT GTA
GTC GTT TAC TTC
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Fig. 1. An example of miRNA: the pre-miRNA of Ory

ength and the other, about 61 nucleotides. The longer RNA was
redicted to fold into a stem-loop structure proposed to be the
recursor of the shorter one. The shorter RNA is now recognized
s the founding member of an abundant class of tiny regulatory
NAs called miRNAs (Lee et al., 1993).

A particular cloning procedure developed in the Drosophila
elanogaster genome (reverse transcription polymerase chain

eaction amplification, concatemerization, cloning and sequenc-
ng) has identified 16 miRNAs (Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001).

Another approach to detect miRNAs has been proposed in
uman genome. It is based on the following steps: (i) computation-
lly scanning the entire human genome for hairpin structures; (ii)
nnotating all hairpins for conserved, repetitive and protein cod-
ng regions; (iii) scoring hairpins by thermodynamic stability and
tructural features; (iv) determining the expression of computa-
ionally predicted miRNAs by a high-throughput miRNA microarray
n several tissues (placenta, testis, thymus, brain and prostate);
nd (v) validating the sequences of predicted miRNAs giving high
ignals on microarrays using a new sequence-directed cloning
nd sequencing method. This approach has recognized 89 human
iRNA genes (Bentwich et al., 2005).
Another research work has based their detection on: (i) testing

f computationally predicted microRNAs by a modified microarray-
ased detection system; and (ii) cloning and sequencing large
umbers of small RNAs from different human and mouse tissues.
his method has led to 348 novel mouse and 81 novel human
iRNA candidate genes (Berezikov et al., 2006).
The approach developed here is based on the assumption that

he property of the near-perfect complementary of miRNAs with
he protein coding region of its target mRNAs in plants will imply
hat the miRNAs have some structural properties of its target. Par-
icularly, as the common C3 circular code X has been statistically
dentified in genes of eukaryotes and prokaryotes, this property

ight be found in miRNAs. A similar and successful approach based
n this code X allows the detection of frameshift sites in genes
Ahmed et al., 2007).

.2. Common circular code

.2.1. Identification
In 1996, a simple occurrence study of the 64 trinucleotides

= {AAA,...,TTT} in the three frames of genes has shown that
he trinucleotides are not uniformly distributed in these three
rames. We call frame 0 and frames 1 and 2, the reading frame
f genes and its two shifted frames by 1 and 2 nucleotides
n the 5′–3′ direction, respectively. By excluding the four trinu-

leotides with identical nucleotides Tid = {AAA,CCC,GGG,TTT} and
y assigning each trinucleotide to a preferential frame (frame
f its highest occurrence frequency), the same three subsets X0,
1, and X2 of 20 trinucleotides are identified in the frames 0, 1
nd 2, respectively, of two large and different gene populations

t

D
a
s

1 ACA ATA CCA TCA TTA AGC TCC TGC AAG ACG AGG ATG CCG GCG GTG TAG
TCG TTG ACT TCT

2 CAA TAA CAC CAT TAT GCA CCT GCT AGA CGA GGA TGA CGC CGG TGG AGT
CGT TGT CTA CTT

f eukaryotes (26,757 sequences, 11,397,678 trinucleotides) and
rokaryotes (13,686 sequences, 4,708,758 trinucleotides) (Arquès
nd Michel, 1996). These three trinucleotide subsets present sev-
ral strong biomathematical properties, particularly the property of
ircular code. The subset X0 = {AAC,AAT,ACC,ATC,ATT,CAG,CTC,CTG,
AA,GAC,GAG,GAT,GCC,GGC,GGT,GTA,GTC,GTT,TAC,TTC} of 20 trin-
cleotides is the circular code identified in frame 0. Furthermore,

t is a common circular code as it is observed in the reading frames
f both eukaryotic and prokaryotic genes and in addition a C3 code
s its two permuted sets X1 and X2 are also circular codes (Table 1).
0 is simply noted C3 code X.

These three trinucleotide subsets are obviously (law of large
umbers) retrieved in these two gene populations with the actual
tatistical studies (results not shown).

.2.2. Main Properties
We recall the main properties of this common C3 code X which

ill be involved in this paper. A recent review of circular codes in
enes details the research context, the history and their different
roperties (Michel, 2008).

efinition 1. The (left circular) permutation P of a trinu-
leotide w0 = l0l1l2, w0 ∈ T, is the permuted trinucleotide P(w0) =
1 = l1l2l0, e.g. P(AAC) = ACA, and P(P(w0)) = w2 = l2l0l1, e.g.
(P(AAC)) = CAA. This definition is naturally extended to the

rinucleotide set permutation: the permutation P of a set of
rinucleotides is the permuted trinucleotide set obtained by the
ermutation P of all its trinucleotides.

efinition 2. The complementarityCof a trinucleotide w0 = l0l1l2,
0 ∈ T, is the complementary trinucleotide C(w0) = C(l2)C(l1)C(l0)
ith C(A) = T, C(C) = G, C(G) = C, C(T) = A, e.g. C(AAC) = GTT. This
efinition is also naturally extended to the trinucleotide set com-
lementarity.

Notation 1. A being a finite alphabet, A∗ denotes the words over
of finite length including the empty word ε of length 0 and A+,

he words over A of finite length greater or equal to 1. Let x x be
1 2
he concatenation of the two words x1 and x2.

efinition 3. A subset X of A+ is a circular code if ∀n, m ≥ 1
nd x1, x2, . . ., xn, y1, y2, . . ., ym ∈ X and r ∈A∗, s ∈A+, the equalities
x2···xnr = y1y2···ym and x1 = rs imply n = m, r = ε and xi = yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Fig. 2. The method reading frame is . . . n−1n0n

circular code allows the reading frames in genes to be retrieved.
t is a set of words over an alphabet such that any word written on
circle (the next letter after the last letter of the word being the
rst letter) has a unique decomposition into words of the circular
ode. As an example, let the set Y be composed of the six following
ords: Y = {AAT,ATG,CCT,CTA,GCC,GGC} and the word w, be a series

f the nine following letters: w = ATGGCCCTA. The word w, writ-
en on a circle, can be factorized into words of Y according to two
ifferent ways: ATG,GCC,CTA and AAT,GGC,CCT, the commas show-

ng the way of decomposition. Therefore, Y is not a circular code.
n contrast, if the set Z obtained by replacing the word GGC of Y by
TC is considered, i.e. Z = {AAT,ATG,CCT,CTA,GCC,GTC}, then there
ill never exist an ambiguity with any word of Z, particularly w

s not ambiguous, and Z is a circular code. The construction frame
f a word generated by any concatenation of words of a circular
ode can be retrieved after the reading, starting from anywhere in
he generated word, of a certain number of nucleotides depending
n the code. This series of nucleotides is called the window of the
ircular code. Then, the minimal window length is the size of the
ongest ambiguous word which can be read in at least two frames,

ore one letter.

roposition 1. Permutation: P(X0) = X1 and P (P(X0)) = X2 (X0
enerates X1 by one permutation and X2 by another permutation).

roposition 2. Complementarity: C(X0) = X0 (X0 is self-comple-
entary) and, C(X1) = X2 and C(X2) = X1 (X1 and X2 are complemen-

ary to each other).

roposition 3. C3 code: if X0, X1 and X2 are circular codes then X0,
1 and X2 are C3 codes. As the code X0 is coding the reading frame
frame 0) in genes, i.e. the most important frame, and as it is self-
omplementary (Proposition 2), it is considered as the main C3 code
nd noted X simply.

emark 1. A circular code Y0 does not necessarily imply that Y1
nd Y2 obtained by permutation of Y0 are also circular codes.

roposition 4. Rarity: the occurrence probability of the complemen-
ary C3 code X is equal to 216/320 ≈ 6 × 10−8. Indeed, this probability

s equal to the computed number of complementary C3 codes (216)
ivided by the number of potential codes (320 = 3,486,784,401).

roposition 5. Largest window length: the lengths of the minimal
indows of X0, X1 and X2 to retrieve the frames 0, 1 and 2, respectively,

b
(
m
r
L

Fig. 3. is the lth trinucleotide, l ∈ {0,1,2,3}, at f
The miRNA site begins at i = 0 and is noted n0.

re all equal to 13 nucleotides and represent the largest window length
mong the 216 complementary C3 codes.

roposition 6. Common: the C3 code X is identified in both eukary-
tic and prokaryotic genes.

roposition 7. As a consequence of the previous propositions, the
ommon C3 code X allows retrieval of any frame in genes, locally any-
here in the three frames and particularly without start codons in

eading frames, and automatically with the same window length of 13
ucleotides in each frame.

. Method

.1. Definition of a Statistical Function P Based on the Common
3 Code X

The method presented here is based on the following concept:
s the genes have a structural property of circular code and as the
iRNAs and their target genes make a near-perfect complementary,

hen the miRNAs may also have some structural properties of their
argets, particularly the C3 circular code X.

We give here an algorithm that computes the occurrence of the
3 code X on a sliding window that scans the entire pre-miRNA.
et T = {AAA,. . . ,TTT} be the set of 64 trinucleotides over the
-nucleotides alphabet N = {A,C,G,T}. Let n ∈N be a nucleotide,
∈ T, a trinucleotide and F a plant pre-miRNA population with n(F)
equences s. Each sequence s contains a miRNA which starts at posi-
ion i = 0. Let n0 be the first nucleotide of the miRNA in the sequence
which is also referred to as miRNA site (Fig. 2). By convention,
ll nucleotides before the miRNA site have a negative position i < 0
nd all nucleotides after the miRNA site, a positive position i > 0.
he sequence s is considered as a series of nucleotides ni and the
ethod reading frame is . . . n−1n0n1. . .. Let wi = nini+1 . . . ni+13

e a window of length |w| = 4 trinucleotides plus two nucleotides
dded to compute the score function in the two other shifted
rames, where ni is the ith nucleotide in the sequence s. Let

e the lth trinucleotide, l ∈ {0,1,2,3}, at frame , in wi

Fig. 3). The length of the sliding window wi is the length of the
inimal windows of the three circular codes X0, X1 and X2 to

etrieve the frames 0, 1 and 2 in genes, respectively (Proposition 5).
et Xf, f ∈ {0,1,2}, be the three codes X0, X1 and X2 in the 3 frames f.

rame , in a sliding window wi .
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In a given window wi, the function ıf ( ) indicates whether or

ot the trinucleotide belongs to the code Xf

Then, the score function P(Xf, i, s) computes the occurrence of
he code Xf in its associated frame, i.e. , in a window wi of a
equence s

(Xf, i, s) = 1
|w|

|w|−1∑

l=0

ıf (tl,f
i

).

The score function P(i, s) computes the average occurrence of
he C3 code X in a window wi of a sequence s

(i, s) = 1
3

2∑

f =0

P(Xf , i, s).

Finally, the score function P(i,F) computes the occurrence of
he C3 code X in a window wi for all sequences s of a population F

(i,F) = 1
n(F)

∑

s ∈F

P(i, s).

roposition 8. If in each sequence s of F the trinucleotides of a
indow wi belong to the set Xf such that then P(i,F) = 1 and

he occurrence of the C3 code X is maximum.

roposition 9. If in each sequence s of F the trinucleotides of a
indow wi belong to the set Xf such that then P(i,F) = 0 and

he C3 code X does not occur.

roposition 10. 0 ≤ P(i,F) ≤ 1 (consequence of Propositions 8
nd 9).

.2. Data Acquisition
The pre-miRNA sequences studied in our method are extracted
rom the miRNA registry release 11.0 released on April 2008
Griffiths-Jones et al., 2006). This release contains 6396 entries.
he plant population F studied in this release has 1466 pre-miRNA
equences (206 kb). The entries belong to various plant families

s
p
t

ig. 4. Function P(i,F) applied to the plant miRNAs F. The X-axis represents the position
tarting from the nucleotide n−19 to n11 with a peak at the nucleotide n−1 is obviously det
y and Chemistry 32 (2008) 400–405 403

ncluding Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza sativa, Populus trichocarpa, Zea
ays and other families.

The lengths of pre-miRNAs and their miRNA sites vary with each
equence. This data variation implies that the developed method
ill be computed for an interval of nucleotides around the miRNA

ite i = 0 where there is a sufficient number of sequences (not
etailed).

. Results

.1. Identification of a Periodicity Modulo 3 and a Circular Code
ich Region in Plant miRNAs

Fig. 4 shows the results of the function P(i,F) applied to the
lant miRNAs. The X-axis represents the position i of the sliding
indow wi and the Y-axis, its value P(i,F). A periodicity modulo
is observed from the nucleotide n−19 to n11 with a peak at the

ucleotide n−1. When the trinucleotides at frames 0, 1 and 2 of
i belong to the sets X0, X1 and X2, respectively, then the value
(i,F) is high (Proposition 8) and obviously the values P(i + 1,F)
nd P(i + 2,F) for wi+1 and wi+2, respectively, are low since the
ords of each set X0, X1 and X2 are in a shifted frame (Proposition
). The periodicity modulo 3 and the Propositions 8 and 9 imply
hat the C3 code X occurs significantly around the miRNA sites.

In order to focus on the regions which conserve the property of
ircular code, a statistical function Q (i,F) is defined showing the
verage of three consecutive differences of values P(i,F)

(i,F) = 1
3

i+1∑

j=i−1

|P(j,F) − P(j − 1,F)|.

ig. 5 shows a circular code rich region in a wide interval of 20
ucleotides i ∈ {−11, . . .,8}which also has a peak at i = 0 with a value
(0,F) = 0.1177.

.2. Use of the Property of Circular Code to Detect Plant miRNAs
The application of the statistical function Q (i,F) on individual
equences of the plant population F leads to the recognition of 332
lant miRNAs among the 1466 ones, i.e. about 23%, by using only
his computational method (see also Section 4). As an example of

i of the sliding window wi and the Y-axis, its value P(i,F). A periodicity modulo 3
ected.
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Fig. 5. Function Q (i,F), average of three consecutive differences of values P(i,F) (Fig. 4)
window wi and the Y-axis, its value Q (i,F). A circular code rich region is significantly id
Q (0,F) = 0.1177.

Table 2
The Medicago truncatula miR395b pre-miRNA and its miRNA “MI0001747” starting
at the nucleotide position 85 of its pre-miRNA (underlined)

Pre-miRNA UACUUGUUGAUUUUCUCUUGGAGUUCCUCUGAAUGCUUCAAA-

m

a
f
T
m
i

i

u
i

4

l
o
p
s
imal windows of the three circular codes X0, X1 and X2 to retrieve

F
Q

CAUGAGACAAUCUUGAUAGAAAUUAUGGAUAGUUCUUGUUCA-
AUGAAGUAUUUGGGGGAACUCUUGGAAUUGAAUCAACAUA

iRNA AUGAAGUAUUUGGGGGAACUC

detected miRNA (at the sequence level), we present the results
or the miRNA “MI0001747” (F =“Medicago truncatula miR395b”).
able 2 shows its complete pre-miRNA and miRNA sequences, the

iRNA starting at the nucleotide position 85 from the beginning of

ts pre-miRNA.
Fig. 6 shows the function Q(i, M. truncatula). A peak is

dentified at the position i = −3 with a value Q(−3, M. truncat-

t

m
c

ig. 6. Function Q (i,F) on an individual sequence. Example with Medicago truncatula. Th
(i, M. truncatula). A circular code rich region occurs in the nucleotide interval i ∈ {−10, .
, applied to the plant miRNAs F. The X-axis represents the position i of the sliding
entified in the nucleotide interval i∈{−11, . . ., 8} with a peak at i = 0 and a value

la) = 0.5 in a circular code rich region in the nucleotide interval
∈ {−10, . . .,0}.

. Discussion

In this paper, a new computer method that searches for circu-
ar code rich regions has been developed. This method is based
n the common C3 code X identified in genes of eukaryotes and
rokaryotes. It is very sensitive since it uses a sliding window of
mall length with four trinucleotides which is the length of the min-
he frames 0, 1 and 2 in genes, respectively.
The application of this method on a population of plant pre-

iRNAs identifies two new properties: a periodicity modulo 3 and a
ircular code rich region around their miRNA sites (in the nucleotide

e X-axis represents the position i of the sliding window wi and the Y-axis, its value
. ., 0} with a peak at i = −3 and a value Q (−3, M. truncatula) = 0.5.
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nterval {−11, . . ., 8}). Thus, the common C3 code X found in plant
enes also occurs in their miRNAs.

The use of this identified property of circular code on indi-
idual sequences recognizes directly 23% of plant miRNAs. The
emaining plant miRNAs may have non-maximal codes X, i.e. codes
ith subsets of trinucleotides (less than 20), or codes X with
utations or codes X with an incomplete complementarity prop-

rty, etc. Such degenerated properties of the code X have not
een yet investigated. Indeed, the aim of this paper mainly deals
ith the identification of this new property of circular code in
lant miRNAs.

This method applied to a population of animal and human pre-
iRNAs does not carry out the same results (results not shown).

he lack of circular code rich regions in these pre-miRNAs may be
ue to the biological nature and structure of their miRNAs. Indeed,
hey bind to multiple, partially complementary sites in the 3′-UTRs
f its target genes which are regions that are not characterized by
he circular code property (Michel, 2008).

The developed method showing a circular code signal around
he plant miRNA sites can be improved by varying the size of the
liding window, by using circular code information specific to the
lant genomes, by considering variant codes X, etc. Its principle can
lso be associated to the existing methods to improve the detection
f miRNAs.
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